Scales, Arpeggios, Thirds, and Technical Studies

16. Concert B (Your C)
   Major Scale
   Arpeggio
   Thirds
   Technical Study

17. Concert B (Your C#)
   Major Scale
   Arpeggio
   Thirds
   Technical Study

18. Concert C (Your D)
   Major Scale
   Arpeggio
   Thirds
   Technical Study
22. **Concert E (Your F♯)**

   **Major Scale**

   **Arpeggio**

   **Thirds**

   **Technical Study**

23. **Concert F (Your G)**

   **Major Scale**

   **Arpeggio**

   **Thirds**

   **Technical Study**

24. **Concert Gb (Your Ab)**

   **Major Scale**

   **Arpeggio**

   **Thirds**

   **Technical Study**